Synthesis and Electrochemical Characterization of LiVMoO$_6$, Obtained By Melt Quenching Method for All-Solid-State Lithium Batteries
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Abstract

Crystalline LiVMoO$_6$ with bannerette structure was synthesized by a novel melt quenching method followed by heat treatment in order to increase the degree of crystallinity of the material. XRD, Raman and SEM investigations were performed to examine the phase formation, local structure and morphology of the obtained product. The electrochemical properties of all-solid-state-cell using LiVMoO$_6$ as an active material were examined. Discharge-charge measurements for 10 cycles were performed in the potential range from 1.8 to 3.7 V under a current density of 0.1 mA cm$^{-2}$ at room temperature. The assembled all-solid-state Li-In/80Li$_2$S.20P$_2$S$_5$ glass-ceramic/LiVMoO$_6$ battery showed poor electrochemical performance. The charge and discharge capacities began to fade immediately after the first cycle, dropping at about 83% by the 10th discharge.
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Introduction

The introduction by Sony in 1990 of the world’s first commercially successful rechargeable lithium battery represented a revolution in the power source industry [1]. The performance of rechargeable Li-ion batteries depends on the properties of cathodes, anodes and electrolytes. That is why the search of newer materials has opened a new era in the solid-state materials research. Many review papers and books have been published recent time [2-5], reveling the importance of rechargeable Li-ion batteries in the modern technology area. The main challenges of Li-ion technology are related with the enhancement of the energy efficiency and safety and to reduce the cost of their production [6]. Traditionally electrode active materials for Li-ion batteries are based on transition metals oxide compounds because of their open crystalline structures and high redox potential [3]. Among them the brannerite-type LiVMoO$_6$ has attracted special attention both as cathode and anode material because of its open structure and interesting characteristic from a stand point of the variety of oxidation state and has been extensively studied as electrode active material in lithium batteries using conventional liquid electrolyte [7-11].

Recently we have reported for the first time data concerning the electrochemical performance of LiVMoO$_6$ obtained by soft-mechanochemical synthesis as cathode active material for the all-solid-state batteries [12]. It was found that although LiVMoO$_6$ delivered a low specific capacity it showed a stable cycling behavior and can be further investigated as an active material for the preparation of all-solid-state batteries. Herein we present the results of synthesis, structural and electrochemical characterization of LiVMoO$_6$, obtained by melt quenching method and its electrochemical behavior as composite positive electrode in all-solid-state batteries with 80Li$_2$S.20P$_2$S$_5$ glass ceramic as a solid electrolyte.

Materials and methods

LiVMoO$_6$ was obtained by melt quenching method. The sample was prepared using reagent grade Li$_2$CO$_3$, V$_2$O$_5$ and MoO$_3$. The homogenized batch of the starting compounds was melted for 20 min at 800 °C in alumina crucibles in air atmosphere. Crystalline material was obtained by pouring and pressing of the melt between two stainless steel plates. The quenched sample was annealed at 500 °C in air for 5 hours in order to increase
the degree of crystallinity of the material and to improve its electrochemical performance. The phase formation was checked by XRD (CuKα, Ultima IV; Rigaku Corp.). The room temperature Raman measurement of LiVMoO$_6$ was performed in the range 200-1200 cm$^{-1}$ on a micro-Raman system from Jobin-Yvon Horiba (LABRAM HR-800) spectrometer with green laser (wavelength: 532 nm). The morphology and microstructure of LiVMoO$_6$ were investigated by a scanning electron microscope (JEOL, JSM-5300). Electrochemical performance of LiVMoO$_6$ obtained was tested by assembling of all-solid-state cells employing LiVMoO$_6$ as an active material, 80Li$_2$S:20P$_2$S$_5$ (mol%) glass-ceramic and Li-In alloy were respectively used as a solid electrolyte and a counter/reference electrode. The details of the construction of the all-solid-state test cell were described in ref [12]. The prepared all-solid-state cell was discharged and charged in the potential range from 1.8 to 0.1 mA cm$^{-2}$ under a current density of 0.1 mA cm$^{-2}$ at room temperature in Ar atmosphere using a charge-discharge measuring device (BTS-2004; Nagano). Electrochemical impedance measurements of the prepared test cells before and after discharge-charge measurements were performed using a charge-discharge measuring device (SI1260 Solartron) in the frequency range from 100 mHz to 1 MHz.

Results and Discussion

Synthesis and structural characterization of LiVMoO$_6$ phase

The XRD pattern of prepared LiVMoO$_6$ is present in Figure 1. The diffraction pattern of the obtained LiVMoO$_6$ was indexed using “Index” software, assuming a C2/m symmetry that corresponds to the monoclinic citing of the brannerite structure and shows no traces of impurity phases [13]. The diffraction peaks are intense and symmetrical evidencing the formation of a well crystallized LiVMoO$_6$ product. Additional information about phase formation and structural features of the prepared compound was obtained by Raman spectroscopy. Raman analysis confirmed XRD results. Raman spectrum (Figure 2) of the sample displays the absorption bands typical for the various MeO$_6$ (Me=V, Mo, Li) octahedral units building the lattice [8,12,14]. SEM images of the material at different magnifications are shown on Figure 3. As it is seen from the pictures, the prepared LiVMoO$_6$ consists of dense agglomerates formed from irregular shaped particles in sub-micronic particles size range. Because of the high-temperature technique adopted for the synthesis of LiVMoO$_6$, it possesses a higher degree of crystallinity but as well as a higher degree of agglomeration as compared with LiVMoO$_6$ product obtained by soft-mechanochemical synthesis previously reported by us [12]. Its particles size and morphology is also different from the nano-scale spherical LiVMoO$_6$ product obtained by soft-mechanochemical synthesis [12]. These results evidenced the influence of the synthesis methods on the structural and morphological features of the LiVMoO$_6$. 

Figure 1: XRD pattern of LiVMoO$_6$ obtained by melt quenching method.

Figure 2: Raman spectrum of LiVMoO$_6$ obtained by melt quenching method.

Figure 3: SEM images of LiVMoO$_6$ obtained by melt quenching method at different magnifications, a)x140; b) x900; c)x10 000.
Electrochemical characterization

The electrochemical properties of all solid-state-cell using LiVMoO₆ as an active material were examined. The cell was initially discharged (insertion of lithium ions into LiVMoO₆ active material) and subsequently charged (extraction of lithium ions from LiVMoO₆ active material) between 1.8 and 3.7 V under a current density of 0.1 mA cm⁻² at 25 °C. The discharge-charge curves of the test cell for 10 cycles are shown in Figure 4. At the first discharge/charge cycle, the discharge capacity is about 18 mAh g⁻¹ and the charge capacity is about 50 mAh g⁻¹. The charge and discharge capacities began to fade immediately after the first cycle, dropping at about 83% by the 10th discharge. The poor electrochemical performance observed can be explained by the higher degree of aggregation of LiVMoO₆ particles obtained by melt quenching in worse contact with the solid electrolyte. As it is known, the favorable contact at electrode/electrolyte solid interface is key to improve electrochemical performance of all-solid-state batteries because charge-transfer reaction proceeds only at the contact interface [15,16]. Another possible reason may be the structural degradation of LiVMoO₆ during cycling [17]. The cycling behavior of the investigated all-solid-state cell differs from the cycling behavior of the previous reported all-solid-state cell where LiVMoO₆ obtained by soft mechanochemical method was employed as a composite positive electrode [12]. Although LiVMoO₆ synthesized by soft mechanochemical method also delivered a low specific capacity after 10 cycles at room temperature. It was suggested that the high degree of aggregation of LiVMoO₆ particles resulting in worse contact with the solid electrolyte can be the main reason for the poor electrochemical results. The present result evidenced the importance of the synthesis method for the electrode properties.

Conclusion

Single phase LiVMoO₆ was successfully synthesized by applying of melt quenching method. Preparation of LiVMoO₆ using high-temperature method of synthesis provides submicron-sized particles with irregular shape which are highly agglomerated. The electrochemical performance of the obtained LiVMoO₆ as composite positive electrode in all-solid-state batteries was investigated. The battery shows unsatisfied electrochemical performance. A significant capacity fade occurs after 10 cycles at room temperature. It was suggested that the high degree of aggregation of LiVMoO₆ particles resulting in worse contact with the solid electrolyte can be the main reason for the poor electrochemical results. The present result evidenced the importance of the synthesis method for the electrode properties.
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